HOME
AWAY FROM HOME

With Dedication and
Experience
At each of our eight locations in Germany, Michel Hotels
are designed to portray the authentic feel of the surrounding region while providing friendly, reliable and quality
service to our honored guests. Whether you’re visiting for
business or for pleasure, our convenient locations are the
perfect starting points to achieve the goals of your stay.
Hosting regional business leaders?
Our professional conference rooms and quality catering
facilities provide the reliability you need to focus on that
successful outcome.
Getting married?
Our attentive staff and ample facilities ensure a truly
memorable experience for you and your guests.
Visiting as a tourist?
Our convenient locations with regional flavors provide the
perfect gateway to explore the many sites in our beautiful
surroundings at affordable prices.
We look forward to being your home away from home!

Welcome!

All of us at Michel Hotels are committed to providing an exceptionally
comfortable and valuable experience for our guests, and we delight
in knowing our guests feel right at home with us.
We provide the numerous amenities at several convenient locations
with the quality and reliability that you would expect from three and
four star hotels, along with our staff’s commitment to excellence.
We look forward to welcoming you and hosting you again and again;
welcome to your home away from home!
Sincerely,

Ido Michel

CEO Michel Hotels

Recreational Activities &
Local Attractions
• Walk, jog or cycle along at the River Lahn
• Paddle tours on the Lahn
• Zip Lining at Kletterwald Wetzler
• Exercise at an outdoor training park
• Gallus Markt every October
• The Golden Oldies Festival every July
• S
 porting and entertainment events at the Rittal
Arena Wetzlar
• V
 isit “Lottehaus” named after Charlotte Buff, muse of
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and inspiration of the
character “Lotte” in his 1774 novel, “The Sorrows of
Young Werther”
• E
 xplore the fascinating phenomena of optics at “Viseum”, a museum sponsored by several regional companies in the optical precision engineering industries

Michel Hotel
Wetzlar

• E
 xperience “Optikparcours”, an interactive park
featuring various displays of many aspects of optics,
including a water and light organ with illuminated
fountains synchronized to music

• 150 modern rooms
• 1
 0 air-conditioned conference rooms,
with 1,000 m2 for up to 400 people
• Wellness area with pool, sauna and fitness room
• WiFi
• O
 n-site parking garage with additional
parking nearby
• Wine bar
• L
 otte‘s Stübchen – a full service, regionallythemed restaurant which is also available for
corporate events and private parties
• C
 onveniently located within walking distance
to town
• 3 km to the railway station
• 5 km to the A45 motorway
• 70 km from Frankfurt am Main Airport

Michel Hotel Wetzlar
Bergstraße 41
35578 Wetzlar
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 6441 417 0
Fax: +49 (0) 6441 425 04
info@michelhotel-wetzlar.de

Recreational Activities &
Local Attractions
• Guided tours of the historic Old Town of Heppenheim
and Starkenburg Castle
• V
 ogelpark Heppenheim featuring over 300 species of
birds in 7.500 m2 of beautiful natural environment
• H
 eppenheimer Freibad – a heated, outdoor 50 m
swimming pool, 25 m lap pool, 25 m water slide,
children‘s wading pool and open lawn area
• F
 reizeitbad Miramar in Weinheim – a thermal spa with
pools, saunas and family-friendly attractions including
laser shows and waterslides
• Tennis, golf, bowling, skate park, High-Moves Climbing
Gym, Indoor Superkart Motor Racing
• Saalbau-Kino, a cinema in the style of the 1950s
• Bergsträßer Wine Market every June
• In addition to the Old Town Heppenheim, the area
features vineyards, scenic mountain roads, historic
market towns, half-timbered houses, castles, and
palaces

Michel Hotel
Heppenheim
• 111 comfortable rooms
• Located

minutes by foot to Heppenheim‘s
Old Town
• 4
 air-conditioned conference rooms for up
80 people
• H
 otel bar Nibelungen featuring regional
beer and wine
• WiFi
• On-site underground parking
• 1 km to the railway station
• 2.6 km to A5 Motorway

Michel Hotel Heppenheim
Siegfriedstraße 1
64646 Heppenheim
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 6252 939 0
Fax: +49 (0) 6252 939 555
info@michelhotel-heppenheim.de

Michel Hotel
Landshut

Recreational Activities &
Local Attractions

• 147 air-conditioned rooms including many
with balconies

• Guided tours of the historic Bavarian Old Town of
Landshut

• 1
 0 air-conditioned conference rooms for up to 250
people

• Regional biking and hiking tours

• H
 erzog Ludwig – a full service, regionally-themed
restaurant which is also available for corporate events
and private parties

• Close

to the natural and recreational areas of
Hopfenland-Hallertau, Vilstal and Isartal

• WiFi
• On-site underground parking

• Several regional conservation areas and bird sanctuaries

• Ten outdoor and indoor pools
• Golf, horseback riding, wakeboarding, go-karting

• 37 km to Munich Airport

• E
 rgomar – a thermal spa with pools, saunas and
family-friendly attractions

• 4 km to the Congress Centre

• Eskara Sports and Entertainment Arena

• 2-minute walk to the town center

• S
 easonal events such as the Christmas Market,
the International Street Art Festival, and the Landshuter
Starkbierfest
• S
 t. Martin‘s Church, one of the tallest brick structures
in the world
• Trausnitz Castle
• T
 he Landshut Residence, the first Italian-style palace
erected north of the Alps

Michel Hotel Landshut
Papiererstraße 2
84034 Landshut
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 871 43099 0
Fax: +49 (0) 871 43099 403
info@michelhotel-landshut.de

Michel Hotel Suhl
• 124 comfortable rooms in the centre of the city of Suhl
• 7 rooms for events catering for up to 200 guests

Recreational Activities &
Local Attractions

• Hotel’s own small sauna unit

• Suhl is situated on the southern slopes of the Thuringian
Forest, in the valley of the Lauter and

• Our restaurant will spoil the guest with traditional
Thuringian and international cuisine

• Hasel. The city is surrounded by mountains of 650 m
and 983 m in height.

• Sumptuous breakfast buffet

• The guest can enjoy nature at its best on the world
famous hiking trail, the “Rennsteig” with a length of
168 km.

• WiFi throughout the whole hotel
• 30 private parking spaces and a garage for 12 cars
• 4 minutes on foot from the Suhl Congress Center
• Only15 km from the winter sports centre of Oberhof

• In winter the guest will find first class cross country
ski runs and in the winter sports centre of Oberhof (only
15 km from Suhl) a bob run and competition venues for
cross-country skiing, biathlon and ski jumping.
• The surrounding area offers a multitude of possibilities
for a supporting program from sport to culture: a water
park directly opposite, bowling, trap shooting, summer
and winter bob runs in Oberhof, hiking and cycling
in one of Germany’s most beautiful area of the Central
Uplands.
• Castles and palaces in the area: Wilhelmsburg Castle,
Elisabethenburg Palace, Vessra Abbey
• Visit the Arms Museum and the Automobile Museum in
Suhl
• on your visit to the marine aquarium, Zella-Mehlis, you
can dive into the colourful underwater world of tropical
seas.
• The Saalfeld Fairy Grottoes are the most colourful
grottoes in the world

Michel Hotel Suhl
Platz der Deutschen Einheit 2
98527 Suhl
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 3681-7676
Fax: +49 (0) 3681-724379
info@michelhotel-suhl.de

• Of interest and well worth seeing are the main church of
St. Marien and the Church of the Holy Cross in Suhl
and, in the state capital of Erfurt, the Krämerbrücke
(Merchants’ Bridge) and the cathedral and the adjoining
Severin Church.

Michel & Friends Hotel
Lüneburger Heide

Recreational Activities &
Local Attractions

• 122 comfortable rooms

• S
 erengeti Park – Europe‘s largest safari park resort
with more than 1.500 free-roaming animals along with
various rides and attractions

• 9 conference rooms for up to 250 people
• Wellness area with pool, sauna and steam bath
• T
 he Park Restaurant – a full service, regionallythemed restaurant with garden terrace which is also
available for corporate events and private parties
• 4friends Bar & Lounge
• High Speed Internet
• On-site parking

• H
 eide-Park Resort – Northern Germany‘s largest
amusement park
• W
 eltvogelpark – the largest bird park in the world with
over 4.200 birds from 675 species from every continent
and climatic zone in the world
• Magic Park Verden – amusement park
• T
 he Aller-Leine Valley features numerous hiking and
bicycle trails, dotted with old mills, castles, historic
churches, abbeys and timber-framed houses. Several
villages offer horse-drawn carriage rides through the
local heathland, moors and woods.
• Brinkfest held annually each August
• “De Brinkhof” – a 300 year old Tudor style house
• A
 ngel Museum Hodenhagen – a small yet comprehensive museum devoted to the sport of angling
• S
 ieben Steinhäuser – megalithic tombs from the
Neolithic period

Michel & Friends Hotel
Lüneburger Heide
Hudemühlenburg 18
29693 Hodenhagen
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 5164 809 0
Fax: +49 (0) 5164 809 199
info@michelhotel-lh.de

Recreational Activities &
Local Attractions
• Waldkirchen is famous for its ideal location near the
so-called “Three Countries Corner” (Bavaria, Bohemia
and Austria) between the Danube and Dreiessel, the
city of the three rivers, Passau, is only 25 km away and
the Bavarian Forest National Park with its latest
attraction – the longest treetop canopy pathway in
the world. A number of attractive destinations are easily
reached.
• Enjoy the flair of Passau on a three river boat trip. You
travel first to the confluence of Danube, Inn and Ilz and
get to know Passau from its finest side.
• Experience nature at its best – in absolute peace and
seclusion, surrounded by endless forest.
• In an area covering 243 sq km the guest will find
320 km of well signposted hiking trails and 170 km of
cross country skiing tracks.
• Get to know Passau from its most beautiful side on a
three river cruise.

Michel & Friends Hotel Waldkirchen

• A romantic walk through the wilds of nature in the
Buchberger Leite in the Bavarian Forest.

• 111 comfortable rooms in peaceful surroundings

• Marvel at the fascinating panorama on all sides from the
observation tower of the Oberfrauenwald between
Waldkirchen and Hauzenberg

• 2 comfortable combinable conference rooms catering for up to 100 guests
• The hotel’s own restaurant with its panorama terrace will cater for your
physical well-being

• Enjoy an exciting show in the western town of
“Pullman City”

• The garden terrace is ideal for quiet evening hours in good weather
• Direct access to the wellness area of the Karoli bathing park with its
indoor swimming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, brine bath, water slides and
solarium as well as an open air swimming pool with a spacious
relaxation area (open during the season)
• Free high-speed internet access
• Hotel’s own parking facilities
• Tennis courts (sand) only 100 m away
• 2 Golf courses with 9 and 18 hole rounds in the near vicinity
• Hiking paths directly at the hotel
• Mountain bike and cycling trails

Michel & Friends Hotel
Waldkirchen
Hauzenberger Str. 48
94065 Waldkirchen
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 8581 2050
Fax: +49 (0) 8581 205444
info@michelhotel-waldkirchen.de

Recreational Activities &
Local Attractions
• G
 uided tours of Maintal, Aschaffenburg and
Frankfurt am Main
• Shop at the excellent retail center in Frankfurt
• Visit the fairytale city of Hanau
• B
 ike paths and hiking tours through Maintal and the
Rückersbacher Schlucht
• M
 useum Keltenwelt in Glauberg, highlighting aspects
of Celtic life in an Iron Age settlement
• H
 oliday Park – an amusement park with many rides
and attractions
• H
 essen Castles – Vilbel Castle, Naumburg Castle,
Alzenau Castle, Dorfelden Castle
• V
 isit the top tourist attractions in and around Frankfurt:
The Römerberg – Frankfurt‘s Old Town Center, Goethe House and Museum, Senckenberg Natural History
Museum, Art City: The Frankfurt Museum of Modern
Art, The Old Opera House, St. Bartholomew‘s Cathedral, Frankfurt Zoo, St. Paul‘s Church, The Palm Garden,
The Hauptwache, The Museum District – a collection of
twelve first-rate museums, The Eschenheimer Tower

BEST WESTERN Hotel Frankfurt Maintal
• 125 spacious rooms

• F
 rankfurt‘s Main Tower Observation Deck, located on
the 56th floor offering panoramic views of the region

• 10 air-conditioned conference rooms for up to 200 people
• On-site parking
• Excellent connection to public transportation
• Easy access to Frankfurt am Main business districts
• F
 ull-service, regionally-themed restaurant which is also available
for corporate events and private parties
• Summer terrace and conservatory
• Free WiFi
• Fitness Center
• Tangobar available for private parties
• 14 km to the main train station in Frankfurt and the Frankfurt Trade Fair
• 26 km to Frankfurt am Main International Airport

BEST WESTERN Hotel
Frankfurt Maintal
Westendstraße 77
63477 Maintal-Dörnigheim
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 6181 4283 0
Fax: +49 (0) 6181 4283 277
info@bestwestern-frankfurt.com

Recreational Activities &
Local Attractions
• R
 üsselsheim is centrally located in the Rhine-Main
region, an ideal starting point to explore a wide variety
of attractions in the area
• T
 our nearby Darmstadt, Frankfurt, Mainz, Wiesbaden,
Hanau, Heidelberg, Rothenburg ob der Tauber, the
Rhine Valley to Rudesheim, Kloster Eberbach, Schloss
Vollrads, Niederwald Monument
• Opel Factory tours
• Shop at the excellent retail center in Frankfurt
• T
 he Opel Villas – an arts center featuring internationally
renowned works of contemporary art
• Mainz Cathedral
• The Gutenberg Museum
• F
 rankfurt‘s Main Tower Observation Deck, located on
the 56th floor offering panoramic views of the region

BEST WESTERN Hotel
Rüsselsheim Frankfurt-Airport
• 84 spacious rooms with 33 m2
• 4 air-conditioned conference rooms for up to 100 people
• F
 ull-service, regionally-themed restaurant which is also
available for corporate events and private parties
• On-site free parking
• Adjacent fitness center – available free of charge for hotel guests
• Free WiFi
• 15 km to Frankfurt am Main Airport
• 3 km to the motorway A 67 / A 3
• 3 km to the Opel Factory

BEST WESTERN Hotel
Rüsselsheim Frankfurt-Airport
Eisenstraße 6 - 8
65428 Rüsselsheim
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 6142 894 0
Fax: +49 (0) 6142 894 450
info@bestwestern-frankfurtairport.de

How to find us:

By train: From the main train station in Suhl, we can be reached by a
12 minute walk. The IC-Station in Erfurt is 70km
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By bus: There are several private bus services that offer a direct
connection between Wuerzburg and Suhl and between Erfurt
and Suhl.
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By bus: From the main train station in Landshut, take bus # 555 and
get off at “Ländtorplatz” which is about 250 meters from
the hotel.
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By train: From the main train station in Landshut, we can be reached
by a three minute taxi ride.
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By bus: From the main train station in Heppenheim, take bus # 669
and get off at “Lehrstraße” which is about 380 meters from
the hotel.
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By train: From the main train station in Heppenheim, we can be
reached by an eight minute taxi ride.
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Papiererstraße 2
84034 Landshut
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 871 43099 0
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Michel Hotel Heppenheim
Siegfriedstraße 1
64646 Heppenheim
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 6252 939 0
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By bus: From the main train station in Wetzlar, take bus # 13 and get
off at “Leitzplatz” which is about 900 meters from the hotel.
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By train: From the main train station in Wetzlar, we can be reached
by a seven minute taxi ride.
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Germany
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By train: From the main train station in Waldkirchen, we can be
reached by a eight minute taxi ride.
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By train: From the main train station in Hodenhagen, we can be
reached by a four minute taxi ride.
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Hauzenberger Str. 48
94065 Waldkirchen
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 8581 2050
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How to find us:
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By bus: From the main train station in Hodenhagen, take bus # 600
and get off at “Gutsweg” which is about 100 meters from
the hotel.
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Rüsselsheim Frankfurt-Airport
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BEST WESTERN
Hotel Rüsselsheim Frankfurt-Airport
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By bus: From the main train station in Rüsselsheim, take bus # 11
and get off at “Kupferstraße” which is about 300 meters from
the hotel.
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By bus: From Maintal Ost Bahnhof, take bus MKK23 and get off at
“Haltestelle Doormhotel” which is about 20 meters from
the hotel.
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By train: From the main train station in Rüsselsheim, we can be
reached by a three minute taxi ride.
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By train: From Maintal Ost Bahnhof, we can be reached by a
nine minute taxi ride.
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Michel Hotels
Michel Hotels Headquarter I Eisenstraße 6 – 8 I 65428 Rüsselsheim I Germany
Telefon: +49 (0)6142 894 440
sales@michel-hotels.de I www.michel-hotels.de

